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1) The reason behind the tilting of the tower of Pisa is ____________ from where the leaning adds to its name. 1 point
   - underground mining
   - accelerated water withdrawn
   - extraction of crude oil
   - weak basal construction
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   accelerated water withdrawn

2) In a rotational slide the sediments slip on the ____________ suddenly in the form slumps and thus it is termed as rotational slide. 1 point
   - curvilinear plane
   - slip plane
   - cleavage plane
   - fracture plane
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   curvilinear plane

3) Choose the incorrect option regarding the prevention of landslides in tectonic active areas. 1 point
   - subsurface drainage control
   - flattening of the surface
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   flattening of the surface
4) ______________ is the downward movement of wet soil along the slopes under influence of gravity.

- Creep
- Solifluction
- Lahars
- Debris flow

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Solifluction

5) Recently, which country experiences the series of landslides occur due to the effect of both heavy downpour of rain and earthquake.

- Bangladesh, 2017
- Colombia, 2017
- India, 2013
- Japan, 2018

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Japan, 2018

6) The major flood of Kerala occurred in __________, particularly due to heavy monsoonal rainfall.

- 2007
- 2013
- 2017
- 2018

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
2018

7) The reason behind the 2008 devastating flood in Bihar over Kosi river is:

- heavy rainfall
- capturing of paleochannels
- population occupying the floodplains and paleochannels area of the river
- All of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
All of the above

8) Flood in the cities due to the combined effect of deforestation and urbanization is termed as ______________.

- fluvial flood
- flash flood
- pluvial flood

1 point
9) Kedarnath flood of ___________ was due to ______________ that led to excessive number of casualties and property loss.  

- 2008, heavy rainfall  
- 2010, dam breach  
- 2012, landslides  
- 2013, cloudburst  

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
pluvial flood

10) The type of stream or channel having the erosive side and also the depositional side that most of the times led to undercutting is:  

- Meander stream  
- Braided Stream  
- Anastomosing stream  
- Rectangular pattern stream  

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0  
Accepted Answers:  
Meander stream